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“It is the courage to continue that
counts…Si Se Puede!”
Meal Distribution:
Every Wednesday
At all elementary schools from
11:00am to 12:30 Pm.
Student doesn't have to be present.

Attendance Corner:
Parents please remember how
important attendances is. We are here
to help! Any time a student is out they
are missing instructional time!
LEARNING TIME! Please give us a call
if a absents needs to be cleared. Thank
you parents for all your support during
this difficult times.
559-674-0059.

Dear Parents,
At Ripperdan School we are working to
ensure all students have the best possible
education during distance learning. Many of
our students are doing excellent! They are
displaying the characteristics of Adaptability
and Resilience which did result in
outstanding grades during the first quarter.
They are moving forward with their
educational goals making us all very proud
of them. However, we do recognize that some
of our students are still having difficulty
accessing their education online. We have
made sure that technical issues including
internet service and good working
chromebooks are not the problem. It is
difficult for some students for a variety of
reasons and we have resources to help. If you
believe your student is struggling in their
learning please contact us so we can be a
partner with you to make sure your student
is learning and growing. We are available at
any time and are always excited to work with
you! Together, I'm sure we can develop a
plan so that every Ripperdan student is
successful!

-Mr. Ara Keledjian
Visit our school website for more
information roadrunners

26133 Ave 7, Madera CA 93637

LET'S STAY INFORM WITH OUR NURSE

Using Digital Screen Devices In An Eye-Friendly Way
Students are spending more time than ever looking at screens. This makes it especially important to
take steps that can help prevent tired and sore eyes.
Staring at a screen for long stretches without taking breaks can cause symptoms such as:
Eye fatigue. Muscles around the eye, like any others, can get tired from continued use.
Using screen devices where lighting is less than ideal can lead to fatigue from squinting.
Blurry vision. Gazing at the same distance for an extended time can cause a child&#39;s vision to
blur when he or she looks away from the screen.
Dry eyes. Studies show that people blink significantly less often when concentrating on a
digital screen, which can leave eyes dry and irritated.
You can help by:
Encouraging your student to take frequent breaks. The American Optometric Association
recommends the 20/20/20 rule: look away from the screen every 20 minutes, focus on an
object at least 20 feet away, for at least 20 seconds.
Reminding your student to blink. Staring at a computer may cut blinking rates by half and
cause dry eyes. Encourage your student to try to blink extra, especially when they take
breaks.
Help with screen positioning. Make sure the screen on your student’s desktop or laptop
computer is slightly below eye level.
Watching room lighting. To cut down on glare and eye fatigue with computer use, try
reducing the level of lighting in a room roughly in half what it would be for other activities
such as writing on paper or working on crafts.
Take your student for regular vision screenings.

------------Hi everyone,
My name is Brandon Gault and I am the School
Psychologist at Ripperdan: As we continue to deal with
stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic, wildfires, and
normal day-to-day challenges, it is very important that
we take care of ourselves physically and mentally.
Research shows that reducing stress increases an
adolescent’s ability to learn and improves their over all
health. Some common activities to help reduce stress
include, mindful breathing, exercising, going on walks,
and talking with others. I know it is hard to stay
connected during distance learning, but I would like to
let all Ripperdan students know I am available to meet
for individualized counseling sessions if you are
struggling with depression, anxiety, or just need to talk
to someone. You can reach me at 662-2662 on
Mondays and Tuesdays or by email at
brandongault@maderausd.org. I hope everyone is
staying safe and look forward to seeing everyone back
on campus soon.
Brandon Gault
School Psychologist
Madera Unified School District
https://brandongault.youcanbook.me/

November’s focus on social emotional learning and character trait is
Resilience.Resilience is the process of being able to adapt well and
bounce back quickly in times of stress. The capacity to recover quickly
from difficulties; toughness.Developing resilience can help you cope
adaptively and bounce back after changes, challenges, setbacks, and
disappointments. Resilience is defined as the process of adapting well in
the face of trauma or tragedy, threats or other significant sources of
stress. It involves developing thoughts, behaviors, and actions that
allow you to recover from traumatic or stressful events in life. In
essence, resilience helps you handle stress more positively.Whatever
you resist persists, so learning how to let go and adapt to change and
adversity can really help you move into a new mindset, and develop
more resilience along the way.
Counseling is offered in Group and Individual sessions:
Groups are held daily during lunch from 12:35 to 1:20pm,
and during check-out advisory from 2:50-3:30pm.
Mr. Lozano
Individual sessions are held mostly on Wednesdays but
also include classroom breakout sessions during the
Mr. Gault
week. Drug and Alcohol Counseling is also held in groups
on Wednesdays from 1:00pm-3:30pm that all students
can access.

We are all in this
together:
Adele and Adan from
transportation have been helping
with deliveries and helping at our
site with anything that is needed.
Making sure all our students have
the proper tools for school. They
are making packets, scanning in
textbooks. Dropping off chrome
books. They have become part of
the Ripperdan Family! Thank you
guys for all your help!

Counselor Corner: Ms. Espinoza
Hello Families, Quarter two has
started. Quarter one grades have
been sent out. Thank you for all
your hard work. Best of luck in
Quarter 2! Attn Seniors: Financial
aid applications have started! Lets
connect!

Families we are here to help! Please don't
hesitate to reach out.
559-674-0059

No School:
Nov. 11- Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Break:
Nov. 23-27
Stay Safe Roadrunners

